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“After searching for years a synthesis between the Italian taste and the French tradition, we can 
say that d’Araprì holds new a very personal style”.   

Louis Rapini  

 
Activity and prospects 
Our activity is actually developed in two wineries. The first one operates from september 
through march for the transformation of the grape into wine; in the second one, an ancient 
cellar of the 18th century located in the historic center of the town, the wine bottled with a 
temporary stopper completes its production cycle. In this structure we keep some intrusting 
“historie” equipments and here, for the peculiar and beautiful manufacture of the place, we 
welcome the visitors for wines tasting. We carefully follow the production methods of the old, 
artisanal tradition, with a very 
special care of all the production 
steps. For this reason we pay a 
very special attention to the grapes 
quality.  
For the next future we intend to 
concentrate our efferts to improve 
the quality of our wines.  
An important step is this direction 
has already been done with the 
renewal and the extension of the 
cellar (by the connection of the two 
structures), an ambitions and 
expensive project which will lead to 
the achievement of a new beautiful 
and technological structure. 
Coming in via Zannotti you will soon realize that time is not money as you have always heard 
elsewhere but a constant to reach quality. On the other hand it is enough to go along the 
labyrinth of cellars to verify it. The sound of the bottles still shaken  by hand on the pupitres, 
the piles of bottles of the different years have in aging their own ritual to reach their aim.  
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